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The Arts as Tools for Thinking
 
The following collection of hands-on exercises in this section make use of the arts as tools to 
energize the classroom, spark thinking, and create classroom community. They can be adapted 
to any grade level and used at any time.

In Sparks of Genius, the Root-Bernsteins identified the following thirteen thinking tools:   
observing, imaging, abstracting, recognizing patterns, forming patterns, analogizing, body 
thinking, empathizing, dimensional thinking, modeling, playing, transforming and synthesiz-
ing.  In our professional development work with teachers in Oahu’s Windward District  
(as part of a US DOE research grant), we selected three combinations of the Root-Bernsteins’ 
“tools”:  observing, recognizing and forming patterns, and “representing” – a combination 
of body thinking, modeling and transforming.  We discovered that non-arts teachers quickly 
understood the power of using these tools in the classroom.

Observing
Through observing, students examine details closely, yielding deeper understanding of 
the subject. Observing not only promotes awareness of details but also increases depth of 
visualization.  Observing well helps students see patterns and relationships in math and text. 
 
Patterning
Patterning is a tool with two parts.  Recognizing patterns is involved with the discovery of 
nature’s laws and the structure of mathematics, but also the rhymes and rhythms of language, 
dance, music and the formal intentions of the artist.  Pattern forming, whether in music, art, 
math or dance, almost always begins with combining simple elements in unexpected ways. 

Representing
Representation involves a range of similar tools:  creating metaphors and analogies, express-
ing ideas bodily, playing characters, and dimensional thinking – the imaginative ability to take 
a thing mentally from a flat plane into three dimensions.  When children play out a story 
through movements or assume the role of a character, they are using the arts to reenact history 
or literature.      

The arts allow teachers to better see or hear student understanding. When students are asked 
to represent an idea with their bodies or through visual symbols, their understanding becomes 
visible.  Representing thinking through the arts can be especially valuable in early literacy or 
for second language learners who may not yet have the verbal skills to communicate their un-
derstanding.     
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Brown Bag Doodle

 Use TH
IS

➤

to encourage students to observe details through 
the sense of touch.

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

����� ��� ������

��� ���� ���� to encourage students to observe details through the sense of touch.

������� 3. Complex Thinker, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 5 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Students are seated at their desks.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Several miscellaneous items individually placed in closed paper bags. There should be enough paper bags for

every student.

� Drawing paper/log and pencil.

��� ���� ����������� none

�������� ���� Place objects in the bags that are not familiar to students.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

(Note: Each student receives a closed paper bag with an object inside.)

You each have a closed paper bag with something in it. Without looking in the bag,

open it, put your non-writing hand inside and feel the object. What is the object’s

shape? Its texture?

� Keep feeling the object. Now pick up the pencil with your writing hand and draw the

object that is in the bag. Imagine that the hand feeling the object is one of your eyes.

You have one minute to draw the object using your sense of touch.

�

� Under your drawing, write down the name of your object.

Now, take the object out of the bag.

Note: Students can keep a log of these quick ‘doodles’ by dating each one. Tracked

over time, it would be interesting to see if the drawings become more accurate.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How much detail does your hand see? Was this hard to do? Why? �
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Brown Bag Mystery

to encourage students to listen carefully for details 
and use words that are descriptive and specific.

O
B

SERVIN
G

 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

����� ��� �������

��� ���� ���� to encourage students to listen carefully for details and use words that are descriptive and specific.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 3-5 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to gather together (seated on floor is ideal). This can also be

done with students seated at their desks.

��������� � ��������� �������

Several miscellaneous items individually placed in paper bags.

��� ���� ����������� shape, form, line, texture, color, pattern, symmetrical

�������� ���� Select a variety of objects (ex: spool of thread, key, nail polish bottle, pencil, feather, etc.)

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� We’re going to play a guessing game. I’m going to open one of these paper bags and

give you clues about the object that is inside.

Note: Clues describe what the object looks like – color, shape, texture, etc. Do not

give clues that describe the function of the object.

Who can guess what the object is?

�

� Note: The student who correctly guesses the object has the next turn at taking a brown

bag and repeating the process.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What is the difference between a “good” clue and a “bad” clue? �
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Contour Drawing

to stimulate sensory processing by gathering  
information through the eyes as well as sense of  
touch, and representing this through lines and shapes.
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

������� �������

��� ���� ���� to stimulate sensory processing by gathering information through the eyes as well as sense of touch,

and representing this through lines and shapes.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner

����� 15 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� ������� Drawing paper (9 x 12 or larger), pencils. One object per student, such as a

light bulb, tennis ball, compass, spoon, wrench, hammer, toothbrush, sunglasses, scissors, pliers, paint brush, etc.

��� ���� ����������� line, shape, contour drawing, representational

�������� ���� Do not use erasers for this activity.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

There are times when artists draw to represent feelings, and other times when artists

draw what they physically see, or feel through the sense of touch. We call this

���������������� drawing.

�

(Students are each given an object.)

In one hand, hold the object directly in front of you. With your other hand, “air draw”

the outline of the object. Look carefully at the object for any changes in texture,

material, or shape, as in a brush having bristles, or metal that is attached to the wood.

Let your “air drawing” show these observations.

�

��

(Students are given paper and pencil.)

Now that you’ve experienced the contour of the object with your air drawing, draw the

object on your paper with your pencil. Carefully look at and feel the details of the

object. Draw the outside ������� of the object in one continuous line. (Note: It is best

to start at the top or the bottom of the object to begin the line, then follow the

contour of the object.)

(Extension: This activity can be used as a more lengthy follow up lesson, where

students draw and pass their object, receiving another object to draw, thus drawing

several objects on the page, overlapping lines and shapes.)

(Alternative Activity: Blind Contour: Draw their object without looking down at their

paper. When drawing is completed, student may look down.)

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What details did you notice about your object?

What are the challenges of contour drawing?

�
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Gray Scale

to stimulate visual processing by gathering  
information through one’s eyes, and representing 

this through levels of gray.
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

���� �����

��� ���� ���� to stimulate visual processing by gathering information through one’s eyes, and representing this

through levels of gray.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner

����� 20 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� ������� Drawing paper (9” x 12” or larger), pencils

��� ���� ����������� shade, form, three-dimensional, gray scale, contrast, value, volume, gradation

�������� ���� This would be an activity used in the beginning of the class time to prepare the students for

drawing that includes form, highlighting and shading.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

With a drawing pencil, an artist can create an array of gray tones, from the lightest to

almost black. Shading with different levels of gray changes a flat shape to ����, giving

it ������.

�

At the top of your paper (portrait position), write the title ���� �����. On the top half

of the paper, draw a rectangle that covers the width of the paper (inside of 9”), and is

approximately 1” high. Next, divide the rectangle into 8 sections.

(Teacher note: Lead students through dividing the rectangle in half with a vertical line,

then dividing each half in half, and then each quarter section in half, resulting in

sections that are relatively equal.)

�

�

Leave the first of the 8 sections blank (white). The second section you will shade with

the lightest pressure of your pencil, resulting in a very light gray. In the third section,

add a bit more pressure so that the gray is a little darker than the second section, the

next section will be a bit darker. Continue shading in each of the sections with each

section shaded a bit darker than the previous section. The eighth section is as dark and

as close to black as the pencil will create.

�

�

On the bottom half of the paper you will create a tornado by drawing one continuous

overlapping line as a spiral. Start with the lightest gray at the bottom of the tornado.

Gradually getting darker as the line spirals out and up (width and height).

This technique of gradual shading from light to dark is called ���������. This

technique is used to make flat shapes look like ����������������� �����.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How could you use this in drawing other objects? Why would you want to use this

technique of gray scale?

�
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I Spy

to encourage students to observe closely and look  
for specific details.  It promotes group cohesiveness,  
yet allows individual expression through each  
student’s response.
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

� ���

��� ���� ���� to encourage students to observe closely and look for specific details. It promotes group

cohesiveness, yet allows individual expression through each student’s response.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 5 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to gather together (seated on floor is ideal).

��������� � ��������� �������

One or two large art prints (from school library or museum lending library).

��� ���� ����������� shape, form, line, texture, color, pattern and repetition, symmetrical

�������� �����

� Use vocabulary from a previous or current reading, science, or social studies unit to tie in with the clues given.

� Use new vocabulary to challenge students, e.g., I spy a cool colored spherical man-made object adjacent to a

symmetrically textured reptilian.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Look carefully at this art print. I’m going to describe something in the print and you

have to find it. I spy a ... (e.g., I spy a bent woman with a broom.)

Note: The first student who raises his or her hand gets to go to the print and shows

where it is to the rest of the class.

Note: Continue the I Spy game, selecting items that are more and more difficult to

find, or challenging students with more complex clues.

�

� Share information about the background of the art, the artist, the period, and any

relevant or interesting information with students.

Note; If time allows, repeat the procedure with another print. An option is to have

students take a turn at giving the I Spy clues.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

When is a clue helpful to you in finding the object?

How do you need to look in order to find the object quickly?

�
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Magic Box

to introduce or explore vocabulary words and as  
a focusing activity before or after reading.
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

����� ���

��� ���� ���� to introduce or explore vocabulary words and as a focusing activity before or after reading.

������� 3. Complex Thinker, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 12 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Students can sit at their desks on in a circle.

��������� � ��������� ������� None

��� ���� ����������� pantomime, action

�������� ����� This works well in tandem with vocabulary words, to learn from each other what actions or

gestures are effective communicators.

With ����� ���, the teacher and students pass around an imaginary box from which they each remove an

imaginary object that is defined through the action of using the object. A charades-like activity, this strategy is a

pantomimed activity; observers come to understand what the object is by watching the detailed action of the

performer.

Students should make the actions fully real, from beginning to end (e.g., picking up a toothbrush, putting

toothpaste on it, opening his/her mouth and brushing thoroughly, not just quickly brushing a couple of teeth).

As each shares, the teacher should ask the observers how they knew what each student was creating, what actions

or gestures helped clearly define the object.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Through pantomime, I am going to create a magic box. I will take an imaginary object

out of the box and demonstrate what it is through the action of using it (e.g., brush

hair with a brush).

Can you name the object I’m using? How did you know what the object was?

� �

�

�� I am passing the magic box to the next person. Each of you will pantomime taking an

object out of the box and demonstrate what it is by doing something with it.

Note: Repeat the first step. After each student’s pantomime, let the class guess what

the object is.

� �

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were you focused on creating your object? Did your actions or gestures clearly defined

the object? Were you committed to the action from beginning to end?

�
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Memorizing Game

to encourage students to observe details quickly in  
a short amount of time.O
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

���������� ����

��� ���� ���� to encourage students to observe details quickly in a short amount of time.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 10 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to gather together (seated on floor is ideal).

��������� � ��������� ������� A large art print that is representational and has lots of details, pencils, paper

or index cards

��� ���� ����������� color, line, shape, form, pattern, repetition

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Look carefully at this art print. What are the details that you notice? I am going to give

you two minutes to study the print and look carefully for details that are obvious and

also for details that maybe no one else might see. Make a list of those details in your

mind.

� I’m going to cover the print now. You have two minutes to list everything you can

remember about the print on your paper.

�

� Let’s look at the print again. Who wants to volunteer to read their list of details about

the print? As our volunteer reads each description, let’s refer to our print for accuracy.

Note: As each student volunteer reads their description, the other students can check

off details on their list that have already been shared. Have students put a star next to

any details that only they recorded.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did you observe the smaller hidden details as well as obvious details?

Are the smaller details important to the overall theme of the print?

Do the individual details in the print contribute to the idea being communicated?

�
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Mirrors

as an energizer to quickly connect and focus  
students as a group.
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IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� � �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

�������

��� ���� ���� �� �� ��������� �� ������� ������� ��� ����� �������� �� � ������

������� �� ������������� �������� �� ��������� �����������

����� ��� �������

��������� ��� ��� ����� ����� ������ ��� �������� �� ����� �� ����� ��� �������� ����� ��� ���� ��������

��������� � ��������� ������� �� ������� ����� ��������� �� ������������ �����

��� ���� ����������� ����

������� ���� �������������� ������ ����� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���������� ��� ��� ����������

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

���

����� �� � ����� ����� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ������ ����� ������

��� �� �����

� �� �������� �� �������� �� ���� ��� �� �� ������ �� ���� ��� �������� ���� ����

�������� �������� ������ ������ ���� ������� �������� ��� ����� ���� ��������� �� ��� �

�� ����� �� ���� � ��������� �� ����� ��� ����� �� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��

��������� ������� ��� �������������� �� �� ��� ���� � ������ ���������� �� ��� ��

���� ���� �������� �� ���� �� ��� ����������� �� ��� ��������� ��� ��� ������

������� ����� ����� �� ������ ���� ����� ��� ����� ����� �� ��� ����� ������ �������

������ ��� ��� ������������� ��������� ����� �� �������� ��������� ��������

����������� ������� �� ������� �������� �������� ��� ������ ��� ����� �� ���

���������� ��� ��� ������ ������������� �� �������� ��� ��������� ����������� ��� ���

���� ������ ���� �� �����

���������� ���� �� �������� �� ���� ����� ��������� ���� ������

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

��� ��� ���� �� ������ ��������� ���������� ��� ��������������� �� ��� ��� ��������

�� ��� ��� � ������� �� ���������� ��������� ������ ��� ����� �� ��� ����� �� ��� ����

������ ������ �� ���� ������ ��� ������ �����������

�
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Scape Escape

to exercise students’ imagination and visualization skills 
while simultaneously focusing their attention.O
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 Use TH
IS

➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

����� ������

��� ���� ���� to exercise students’ imagination and visualization skills while simultaneously focusing their

attention.

������� 2. Community Contributor

����� 10-12 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to gather together (seated on floor is ideal.)

��������� � ��������� ������� An art print of a landscape, seascape, or cityscape.

��� ���� ����������� none

�������� ���� The art print should be representational (not abstract) with lots of detail, and one that might be

considered interesting in its information about the artist, the art period, or its historical significance to share with

students following the activity.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Look at this print and study it. Close your eyes and imagine that you are stepping into

the painting. What do you notice as you step into the print? Where are you in the

print? Are there other people there? What are your five senses experiencing? It is

alright to imagine details that are not visible in the actual painting. How do you feel in

this environment? Do you feel safe?

�

�

�

Open your eyes. Let’s do a ‘popcorn’ share around the room and share details of our

experience in the painting.

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How did it feel when you were ‘inside’ the print?

Did this scene remind you of anything in your own life?

Would you want to live in this print? Why? Why not?

Teacher note: Share information about the print with students.

�
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What Do You Hear?

to calm students or to transition from active  
work to quiet work.  It will focus their attention 

and sharpen their listening skills.
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➤

������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

���������

���� �� ��� �����

��� ���� ���� to calm students or to transition from active work to quiet work. It will focus their attention and

sharpen their listening skills.

������� 2. Community Contributor

����� 3-5 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Students are seated at their desks.

��������� � ��������� ������� CD player; selections of music, as varied as possible; various instruments or

sound makers

��� ���� ����������� pitch, dynamics, tempo, rhythm, melody, beat, duration

�������� ���� Encourage students to bring new sound sources to class for next time.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Sit quietly and close your eyes. Listen to the different sounds in the environment. Can

you identify the source of the sounds? Don’t say anything yet; we’ll share in a moment.

�

�

� Open your eyes and raise your hand if you can name one sound source that you heard.

Examples: fan whirring, birds chirping, lawn mower, people talking outside the room,

etc.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were you quiet enough to hear even very soft sounds? Did the sounds make you see

any pictures in your mind?

�

Extensions:

a. Play a variety of musical instruments for a few seconds. Examples: gong, whistle,

rattle, or drum. Students can open their eyes after 3 or 4 have been played. Can

students identify the instruments?

b. Use found objects to produce sounds. Examples: blowing across the top of a

plastic soda bottle, knocking two rocks together, ripping newspaper, and tapping a

glass window. Can students identify the source?

c. Play a short piece of music and asks students to identify what instruments might

be playing, whether there are male or female voices, whether the tempo is fast or

slow, whether it is loud or soft, etc. Ask students what mood or message is being

conveyed by the music. What do you think the composer’s message is? What are

the details of the music that support your explanation of the composer’s intent?

(e.g., rhythm, melody, dynamics, duration, pitch, texture).
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Border Designs

to stimulate seeing relationships, sequencing, and 
repeating.PA
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

����������

������ �������

��� ���� ���� to stimulate seeing relationships, sequencing, and repeating.

������� 1. Self Directed Learner

����� 15 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� ������� pencils, crayons, markers, strips of white paper (approx. 3” x 12”)

��� ���� ����������� lines, shapes, colors, space

�������� �����

� Show examples of patterns with lines, shapes, and colors, using pictures or examples in the classroom.

� This activity could be used in the beginning of the year to help decorate bulletin boards, or wall exhibit spaces,

although it could be used any time. It can be an ongoing filler activity in between other lessons in the day. (Once

the class is familiar with the activity, a student can work on another strip while in between other lessons.)

� Pre cut a stack of 9” x 12” white paper into 3” width strips prior to class. Have extras on hand for ongoing

border designs. Oak tag or poster board might be a more sturdy option if available. The size noted is just a

suggestion, as any length would do depending on what would work best specifically for the class.

� This activity can be done over a period of days.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

���

��

I am going to give you a 3” x 12” paper strip.

1. Fold the length in half, and in half again. You will have 4 sections each 3 “ by 3”.

2. Put your name on the back of the paper strip.

3. You will create a simple pencil design of lines and shapes that repeat on the first

section of the paper strip. Keep it simple�

4. Skip the 2nd section, and duplicate this design on the 3rd section.

5. Add color to your pattern with crayons or markers remembering that you can

alternate colors as well. Duplicate this same patterning of color on your 3rd

section.

�

Now you will create a different design on the 2nd section of the strip. As a challenge,

you might want to design a pattern that is similar or relates to your design in the 1st

and 3rd sections of your paper. For example, if a student has a design that includes a

whale, the 2nd design could include a wave or spouting water.

Duplicate this design on the 4th section, creating an alternating pattern. Add color to

your pattern with crayons or markers remembering that you can alternate colors as

well. Duplicate this patterning of color in your 4th section.

�

Teacher note: Staple the completed pattern strips around the outside edges of a

classroom display or bulletin board as a border.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe the patterns that you see? What do the patterns represent? What would you

do differently next time?

�
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Domino Beat

as an energizer to quickly connect students as a 
group.  It can also be used as an introduction to 

tempo and beat.
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

����������

������ ����

��� ���� ���� as an energizer to quickly connect students as a group. It can also be used as an introduction to

tempo and beat.

������� 2. Community Contributor

����� 5-7 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to sit or stand in a circle.

��������� � ��������� ������� None

��� ���� ����������� focus, steady beat, tempo

�������� �����

� Teacher is in the circle and initiates the domino to begin.

� Slow down the tempo if students are having a difficult time clapping on the beat.

� Increase the tempo as students’ reaction time decreases.

� Timing how long it takes the clap to be passed around circle can motivate students.

� Students can take turns initiating the domino.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Stand and as a class, creating the perimeter of a circle. �

� The object of this activity is to pass the clap around the circle, each person clapping

only once. The effect is like a domino falling down, setting off a chain reaction. Do

not talk, as that will distract the concentration or focus of others.

� Place your hands six inches apart, palms facing in. �

� I will clap first. The student to my right will immediately clap once my clap is heard.

Each person can only clap once. The clap will continue counterclockwise around the

circle.

�

� Try to maintain a steady beat as each person claps. �

� When the clap reaches me, I will reverse the direction of the clap, clockwise around

the circle in the opposite direction. Remember to keep a steady beat.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were we able to maintain a steady beat as the clap made its way around the circle?

What did you do individually to contribute? How important was maintaining focus?

Describe how it felt as the tempo was increased or decreased.

�
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Echo

as an energizer, to focus class attention, and to build 
community feeling.PA
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�
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���
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�
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I Move You Move

as an energizer to quickly connect and focus  
students as a group.  Use to develop the courage  

of individuals to be leaders.
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

����������

� ���� ��� ����

��� ���� ���� as an energizer, focus the attention of the class, and build community feeling. Use to develop the

courage of individuals to be leaders.

������� 2. Community Contributor

����� 10 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to move in their own personal space and be in a class circle.

��������� � ��������� ������� CD player, music with a strong beat in 2/4 or 4/4 time (approx. 90 beats per

minute)

��� ���� ����������� steady beat, energy, body parts, levels, speed, size

�������� ���� Since everyone is in a circle, it does not matter whether the echoers are accurate about left and

right.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Let's make a circle large enough for each person to have space around them to move. �

� Stand in neutral – arms at side, feet together, toes pointing forward. I will move my

body for 4 counts, using my arms, head, shoulders, hips, legs, etc. Immediately after

the 4 counts, you are to echo (copy exactly) the same movements using the same body

parts, energy, and timing as I do.

(Teacher note: Begins with simple, clear movement patterns, e.g., arms up, arms down,

arms up, arms down; or, clap, roll hands, clap, arms up. You may not want to use

music at first. Instead you can count out loud: 1, 2, 3, 4. After students get used to

the idea of echoing, music with a strong beat is good for keeping everyone together.

Your patterns and movements can get more complex as the students get more adept at

echoing the movements.)

�

� Now you will take turns being the leader. The leadership goes around the circle. The

new leader must begin on the "one" (downbeat) of the next 4 beat phrase immediately

after everyone has echoed the previous leader.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Are you able to echo the leader's movements accurately and with the correct rhythm?

When you are leading, do you use a variety of body parts, levels and movements?

Do you move clearly enough so that people can follow accurately?

Do you move to the beat accurately?

�
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Machines

as an energizer to quickly connect students as a group 
and to build community.  It can also be used as an 
introduction to beat, tempo and rhythm.
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���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

����������

��������

��� ���� ���� as an energizer to quickly connect students as a group and to build community. It also can be used

as an introduction to beat, tempo and rhythm.

������� 2. Community Contributor

����� 7 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space large enough for students to perform as a group.

��������� � ��������� ������� None

��� ���� ����������� focus, beat, tempo, rhythm, gesture, vocalization, ensemble

�������� ���� Students can grouped in pairs, trios, or quartets. The whole class can also create a machine if you

add in one student at a time.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

In your group of four, you will create a human machine using your bodies and voices.

Decide who will be number 1, 2, 3, and 4. We are going to create chopping machine.

(Teacher note: You can decide the type of machine to create, chopping is one

suggestion.)

� Person #1, stand up and create a chopping gesture. Keep repeating the gesture with a

consistent rhythmic pattern. Add a sound to the gesture. Focus on maintaining the

tempo and rhythm of the sound and gesture. Stay consistent. Don’t speed up or slow

down. Keep going.

�

� Person #2, add yourself to the machine. Your gesture and vocalization must be

different but how can you work with Person #1? Maintain focus on your own gesture

and vocalization while keeping a consistent rhythmic pattern.

�

� Person #3, add yourself to the machine now. Your gesture and vocalization must be

different from Persons #1 and #2. There are now three separate and distinct gestures

and vocalizations being performed simultaneously.

�

� Person #4, add yourself to the machine now. �

� Increase the tempo of your machine. Don’t loose the physical and vocal qualities. Try

to work together as a group. The entire group should still be functioning as one unit.

Slow down tempo until machine comes to a stop. Keep the machine working as one

unit until there is complete stillness and quiet.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were you able to maintain a consistent rhythmic gesture while the more parts were

being added? Describe how it felt as the tempo was increased or decreased. Describe

the added challenges of moving adding vocalizing at the same time.

�
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Pattern Picks

to encourage students’ awareness of relationships, 
sequencing, and repeating.  This activity helps  

prepare the students for a more involved lesson.
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

����������

������� �����

��� ���� ���� to encourage students’ awareness of relationships, sequencing, and repeating. This activity helps

prepare the students for a more involved lesson.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 5. Effective Communicator

����� 15 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Students are seated in a circle or group.

��������� � ��������� ������� None

��� ���� ����������� shape, form, line, texture, color, symmetrical, vertical, horizontal, diagonal

�������� ����� Spend a few minutes prior to the activity to visually gather patterns that can be located around

the room or perhaps outside the window of the classroom.

Show examples of lines, shapes, and colors that repeat from pictures.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

���

��

What types of visual art elements can be repeated to become patterns? (types of lines,

shapes, forms, colors, textures).

I am going to describe a pattern that can be located in the room. It might also be

found on clothing that a student is wearing or items outside that are visible through

the window. Look quietly around the room for the pattern and raise your hand when

you have found it.

Find a pattern that has vertical lines.

Note: Call on different students to share their observations (e.g., “The books on the

book shelf.” “The slats of wood on the wall.” “The seams in the file cabinets.”)

�

Teacher note: Suggestions of patterns to look for:

Find a pattern that has:

� repeating intermediate colors (student’s T-shirt)

� symmetrical designs (leaves on a potted plant)

� diagonal lines (books on shelf that are tipped slightly)

� hexagons (the soccer ball)

� cylinders (lined up bottles of paint on the shelf)

� textural cylinders (trees outside the window)

� alternating warm and cool colors

Teacher note: Continue the game by giving students another pattern to locate.

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe a new pattern in the room. �
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Character Mirrors

as an energizer to quickly connect and focus as a group.  
It may also be used as a tool to explore a character from 
a story.
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Expressive Lines

to stimulate student awareness of representing  
and communicating emotions or feelings in a  

visual form.
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��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

������������

���������� �����

��� ���� ���� to stimulate student awareness of representing or communicating feelings in a visual form.

��� ���� 5. Effective Communicator

����� 15 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� ������� Drawing paper (9 x 12 or larger), pencils

��� ���� ����������� line, value

������� �����

� Do not use of erasers for this activity.

� Sometimes students have a tendency to draw a shape instead of a line, for example a happy face. Stress that

they should only use lines.

� Please remember, there is no right and wrong way for students to show their expressive lines.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

(Students are given paper and pencil.)

Today we’re going to consider if lines can represent emotions and feelings. I’ll show

you an example on the board� I’m going to think of how it feels to be ����� and then

I’m going to draw a ����� line. (Draw the line.) Do you think that this line looks

happy? Why? Now, I’m going to draw another Expressive Line and I’d like for you to

tell me which emotion you think it represents. (Draw an ����� line.) Who wants to

guess what emotion my expressive line represents? What is it about the line that

makes you think that?

�

�

I’m going to call out an emotion or feeling and I will write the word on the board.

Draw a line that you think represents that emotion. Let the feeling come out through

your pencil. Everyone has their own way of expressing themselves so your line may be

different from your classmates’.

(Go through a list of emotions and feelings, giving students time to make their

expressive lines. You can give students a descriptive sentence with the word, for

example, “At my birthday party, I was so ����� I smiled until my cheeks hurt!)

Suggestions: I feel happy, sad, angry, depressed, excited, grumpy, elated, love, hate,

annoyed, mellow, drained, peaceful, sleepy, energetic). Ask students to suggest some

words.

�

�

Let’s take a look at some of the expressive lines our classmates have drawn. Describe

one and tell why you think it’s a good example of a line that represents that feeling.

(Hold up an expressive line drawing, hiding the label, and ask students to guess what

feeling the line represents.)

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did you find some emotions harder to represent than others? Which ones? Why do

you think that was? When you look at your paper, which expressive lines are larger

than the others?

�
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Frozen Domino

as an energizer to quickly connect students as a group.  
It can also be used as an introduction to character 
intention using the body to communicate.
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��� ��������� ��������� ������������ �� ��� ������ ������ ��� ��� ����� ����������

������� ���� ������ ������ ��� ��� ������ ������ ������� ��������� ���������

���������� �� ��� ���� �� ���� ����

�
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Imagery Dances

when you want to take a few minutes to energize  
or relax the students; when you want to engage  

the kinesthetic sense, e.g., after a long paper and 
pencil test.
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

������������

������� ������

��� ���� ���� when you want to take a few minutes to energize or relax the students; when you want to engage the

kinesthetic sense, e.g., after a long paper and pencil test.

������� 4. Quality Producer

����� 5 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Space in between tables and chairs so that students may stretch and travel.

��������� � ��������� ������� A list of vivid images that inspire motion. These written images could be

individually laminated and stored in an “Imagery Dances” jar on the teacher’s desk.

��� ���� ����������� body, energy, space, time, improvisation

�������� ���� Select one or two images from the jar at a time. Perhaps you want two jars, one with relaxing,

calming images, and the other with energizing images. You choose which one you want at that moment!

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� I am going to pull a dance idea out of our “Imagery Dances” jar. Listen to the whole

description and visualize moving your body in a way that shows the idea. Start moving

when I say, “go”. Remember to use all the elements of dance: body, energy, space and

time as you improvise the image. Stop when you hear my drum cue.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What kinds of energy did you use to represent this image? How does moving like this

image make you feel? Did you like moving like this image? Explain.

�

���������� �������

1. Popcorn in a popper (explode, shoot in all directions)

2. A bowl full of Jell-O (wiggle, jiggle)

3. Swat away a swarm of termites that is surrounding you.

4. Stretch like a rubber band; now shoot off as if someone let go

of the rubber band.

5. An animal hatching from an egg (push, crack, peck)

6. Vinegar mixed with baking soda (fizzle, bubble)

7. A predator stalking its prey (creep, crouch, pounce)

8. A fish out of water (flip, flop)

9. A wave breaking on the rocky shore (crash, splash, tumble)

10. A feather duster in the ocean: first waving gently, then

suddenly retracting when touched

11. Aerial fireworks (shooting up, bursting, gently falling)

12. Ants are in your clothes (wiggle, squirm, slap)

13. Cockroach when the light is turned on (scattering, darting);

then stuck on its back (legs twitching)

14. Lightning in a thunderstorm (strike, slash, jagged)

15. Being squeezed by a boa constrictor—be the boa first

(squeeze, press), then be you (pushing back, going limp)

16. A snake’s tongue (dart using different body parts)

17. A wet towel being twisted (wring, twist)

�������� �������

1. Toothpaste being squeezed out of the tube (ooze)

2. Clouds floating across the sky

3. Newspaper being folded in half 4 times; then unfolded

4. Walking in a room full of broken glass (gingerly,

carefully)

5. A plant without water (wither, shrink, shrivel)

6. A feather falling from the sky (twirl, drift, spiral)

7. An eagle flying high (gliding, tilting, swooping, circling)

8. A simian noodle being cooked (start hard, then

gradually soften into a floppy, wiggly, limp noodle)

9. A balloon (expand, float, deflate slowly and shrink)

10. A paintbrush (light dabs, smooth strokes, pathways in

space)

11. A seed germinating (sprouting, rising, twining,

unfurling, blossoming)

12. The sun moving across the sky from dawn to sunset

(rise, radiate, arc, sink)

13. Bubbles (drifting, rising, popping)
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Melodic Quick Draw

to stimulate thoughts and memories through music, 
as well as help students become more fluid in their 
thoughts through quick drawing.
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������� �� ���� �� �����
���� �� �� ��

��� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

������������

������� ����� ����

��� ���� ���� to stimulate thoughts and memories through music, as well as help students become more fluid in

their thoughts through quick drawing.

������� 2. Effective Communicator

����� 20 minutes

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� 3 Selections (2 minutes each) from instrumental music pieces that have different moods. Examples might

include selections from Tchaikovsky’s ��� ���������� ����� (“Trepak” or “Arabian Dance”), Ravel’s ������,

Prokofiev’s ����� ��� ��� ����

� Pencils, Crayons or Oil Pastels

� 6 x 9 drawing paper (approx.), enough for each student to have 3 pieces

��� ���� ����������� line, shape, color, space

�������� �����

�Do not use erasers for this activity.

�Have music ready for a quick change from one selection to the next.

� Select different kinds of music to stimulate a variation of memories or thoughts. This can be done using music

with different instruments (example: trumpets, violin, flute, drums), or various global styles (Balinese gamelan,

Latin or African rhythms, etc.).

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

(Paper, pencils, and crayons are passed out prior to beginning of activity.)

Music can be used to create a mood. It can make you feel a certain emotion or remind

you of a thought or memory.

I will play three different music selections, each for two minutes. While listening to

each music piece, what picture first comes to your mind?

You have three pieces of paper. Use pencil and crayons to draw a different picture on

each paper representing each of the three music selections. What kinds of ����� and

������ will you use? How will you arrange these on the paper?

You only have 2 minutes so you must draw quickly. There is no right or wrong in this

quick drawing.

(Teacher note: Play first selection, watch clock for timing while students draw,

stopping the music at 2 minutes. Follow the same procedure with remaining

selections.)

�

� Select one of your drawings. Place it in the exhibit area.

Describe your quick drawing memory or thought to the group.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did the music help in stimulating thoughts, ideas, or memories? Were each of your

quick drawings very different because of the music they were connected to?

�
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Honu Paradise (detail) - Charity Adaro


